
100cm Clothes Rail Rack Rack Garment Rack Freestanding Hanger
Bedroom Clothing Rack With Lower Storage Shelf

RRP: $104.95

Experience the perfect blend of style and practicality with our garment

rack. While some furniture may sacrifice functionality for looks, and others

may prioritize functionality at the expense of aesthetics, our rack offers

the best of both worlds.

The solid and sturdy hanging rod ensures clothes remain stable without

any bending. The mushroom-shaped hooks are meticulously smoothed to

prevent items from slipping. The high-quality imitation linen fabric is not

only wear-resistant but also resistant to pilling, effectively utilizing the

available space. The coat rack is sanded to reveal the natural texture of

the wood, omitting any artificial spray paint.

It offers a well-thought-out multi-functional area that allows you to

organize your belongings as you please, designed to cater to all your

storage needs. The stand serves not only as a hat and bag rack but also

provides ample storage and hanging options, transforming your home into

a clutter-free haven that occupies minimal space and can be easily

moved.

Don't hesitate to make this exquisite coat stand a part of your hallway.

Setting it up is a breeze, thanks to our easy-to-follow instructions.

Maximize your storage options with our super-capacity garment rack

today!

Specifications:Specifications:

Frame Material: Wood
Load Capacity: 50 kg
Dimensions: 100 x 44 x 155cm

***Note:

1. Please note that the colour tone of the picture may be slightly different

from the actual product due to lighting effects, brightness/contrast

settings of the monitor, etc.

2. This size information is just for reference and is based on average only.

Please allow 1-2cm error due to each being manually measured.

3. Please don't overload the rack, otherwise it may tilt or fall down.

Attributes:Attributes:

Colour: Dark Wood
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